
The Alleged superpower, USA, No Longer Has a Military

Description

US : Does this mean that “duty, honor, country” are no longer Army values?

Are we moving toward a military academy whose values will be transformed in keeping with the woke
ideology that has taken over the universities, public schools, Democrat Party, corporations, and
media? Will the academy’s values be “transgenderism, equity, and open borders”?

Time will tell.

We can see why honor and country have to go. The last time the US military fought a war that could be
claimed was “defending the country” was World War II. The Korean War was about preventing
unification of Korea under the communists.

The Vietnam War was about this and also defending the “Domino theory.” The Middle East wars were
fought for the benefit of Israel. The Ukraine war was orchestrated as a strategy against Russia.

The Israeli-Hamas war was intended to be a prelude for an attack on Iran. Actually, all wars are fought
for the benefit of the power and profit of the US military/security complex.

Most of these wars were about bombing women and children. The notion that these murdered women
and children were a threat to the United States is so far-fetched as to be insane.

The question before us concerned civilians of the United States and the military veterans and retired
officers is: Who is it that is destroying the US Military and its traditional values? The US military has
turned off real warriors. The US military today is a tower of babel.

There is no unity between heterosexual white males mainly from the South, and sexual perverts,
feminists, people of color, and the higher command that restricts white heterosexual promotions and
requires its only warriors to submit to “sensitivity training.”
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Sensitivity training means one thing only: that a white person0 must accept that compared to
“people of color” you are a second class citizen.

This is the American world today. Little wonder no military service can meet its recruitment needs and
is talking about enrolling immigrant-invaders to “defend” the country they themselves have violated.

“Duty, honor, country” to be displaced by “Army Values” is for me and my generation a sacrilege. To
witness the Superintendent of West Point, the Biden Secretary of the Army, and the Secretary of
Defense submit to, or is it to orchestrate, this sacrilege tells me that the future purpose of the US
military is not to protect the United States of America from invasion, but to serve the interests of the
ruling elite.

Indeed, the current tyrannical regime in Washington has declared open borders and is flooding
America with immigrant-invaders. The same tyrants asserting American hegemony are pellmell
destroying America.

And dumbshit Americans will vote for this anti-white, anti-American regime that is destroying them. A
country half of whose population is committed to its own destruction is already destroyed.
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